A F uture Science Now!
Kirlian Photography

After seventeen years of photographing human
energy in 30 seconds, we can produce a picture of
your energy as it moves along electromagnetic
highways in the physical body to reveal new
information:

n mind powers
n phenomena
n therapies
Agnnes Kraweck PhD
Aura For Health Researcher &
Nutritionist

n nutrition
n moods and
n death

states the author of the book

Life's Hidden Forces - A Personal Journey into
Kirlian Photography.

Transformational Workshop! Additional information: How thoughts reflect our
consciousness - How to improve memory - Slow down aging - Why mystical
experiences are occurring globally in young and old - What near-death studies reveal
about the children of the new millennium.

Are you

Connected

or

Disconnected?

Discover the underlying power that connects us all to the one source. Learn how to
use this power for intentional purposes to enhance clarity of mind, wellness, and
abundance. This power is revealed to be present everywhere, even in nature.
The first 15 people to register will receive a free photo of their energy and a brief
analysis.

Admission Fee: $99.00
Where:___________________________________________________________
When: ______________________________________ Time: _______________
Contact: Suzanne Bly at 808-864-4554,
Honolulu, Hawaii.
homemeet.p65

Agnnes Kraweck Ph.D.

Independent researcher and
graduate from Donsbach University
School of Nutrition (California).
Agnnes is a world traveled international lecturer well known to radio and
television audiences. She works closely
with other researchers, scientists,
medical doctors, chiropractors, psychiatrists and psychologists researching
human energy, mental stress and nutritional imbalances and their
effects on the body.
Agnnes has presented papers at the following: Educational
Conference at the University of Saskatoon; Quester Conference at the
University of Victoria, B.C.; Indian Affairs Education Conference,
Saskatoon; Manner Clinic, Tijuana, Mexico; Visions of Tomorrow
Conference, State University, Geneseo, New York; Evolutionary
Challenges of the Mind Conference, Illinois, USA; Inner Vision Quest
Conference, Geneseo, New York, USA; Kidney Foundation Conference, University of Alberta; William D. Cuts Community School, St.
Albert; Alberta. Belrose Composite High School, St. Albert, Alberta;
Naim Conference, Calgary, Alberta; Hair Arts and Sciences Conference,
Quebec; Third International Conference for Medical and Applied
Bioelectrography, Helsinki, Finland; Global Healing Conference,
Edmonton, Canada. Kirlionics'98, St. Petersburg, Russia.
PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND: Agnnes has owned and
operated several businesses, has served on the Board of Alberta
Advanced Education and Manpower, and was past president of the
Wholistic Health Society and it's Educational Director.
NOTE: Agnnes Kraweck had a near death experience which
created new awareness: she can now clearly see and define energy
fields around living objects (Auric colours). This experience has led to
further research on the human aura using Kirlian Photography and the
Aura Meter.

